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Abstract 

Application design and role in carpets from different regions of Iran, represents the effects of nature and each 
region according to the customs, different doctrines, attitudes, different ideas and perceptions that to the design 
and creation deals. Region of Khaf and Taibad of southern Khorasan are rural conception graph of nature and 
beliefs of people of the region that are appeared as geometric and semi-geometric. In the study the attempt is to 
present motifs and colors in the southern regions of Razavi Khorasan carpets that are less explored, examined, 
and derivate. According to the initial hypothesis carpet designs of carpet in the areas are influenced by 
neighboring nations. The research questions that will be addressed in the study include: what are the common 
motifs in South Khorasan carpets, especially in the regions Khaf and Taibad? To what extent the pattern has root 
in neighboring ethnic groups and immigrants' carpet weaving?  

In this descriptive and analytical study based on fieldwork and librarian study, first a significant number of 
contemporary carpets were observed and photographed in the area index motifs has derived and then the motifs 
were named based on local weavers' information and accommodation of neighboring ethnic motifs and 
categorized by content.  

The results indicate that geometric patterns affected by ethnic Baloch and Turkmen motifs and semi-geometric 
patterns by Arabs Afshar and central regions of Iran. Many of the acquired maps have no clear name and identity 
and require rooting in neighboring cultures, especially in Sistan and Turkmen carpet.  

Keywords: Baluch carpet, Khorasan carpet, Khorasan carpet design and pattern, Khaf and Taibad 

1. Introduction 

“Carpet throne as mirrors, reflecting the symbolic image and a project inspired by the beliefs, thoughts and 
aspirations of the people living carpet” (Chitsazian, 2006, p. 37). Iranian carpet designs are very diverse and 
remarkable. Turkmen ethnic groups of eastern regions of Iran, Kermanj, Baluchis, Arabs and Sistani produce 
hand woven which addition to specific features, carrier designs are influenced by each other. 

In some resources referred to Baluchi carpets and its tissue regions, including the book “page of Khorasan carpet” 
by T. Zhulh said Torbat Heidarieh- one of the largest economic and commercial centers in center of Khorasan, 
particularly in terms of supply and sale Baluchi carpets which are special generally and dark colors, especially 
black, lacquered garlic, brown, navy and camel garlic is used in their context. At the same time, less resource are 
dedicated to Baluchi's motifs. The aim of the study is to evaluate carpet motifs and Taibad KHAF areas as the 
most important areas of South Khorasan Razavi Baluch carpet. 

In the areas art of carpet weaving, prevailed in the last century and Baluchi designs are operated particularly in 
altar carpets. In addition Baloch geometric and mental-woven designs which have rooted in ancient identity and 
beliefs, there is another category of regional initiatives battalion from maps available on the market as “Nghshgy” 
which has appeared in area carpets and are different from local and traditional motifs.  

“Ancient symbols that are currently seen in nomadic carpets, have changed naturally over time with changes in 
the formal and non-intentional” (Wendy, 2003, p. 117). Moreover, most of the present weavers which number 
has declined were alien to original name and identity of geometric maps and ultimately have named some maps 
according to apparent similarities with surrounding phenomenon, on the basis documentation of the area carpets 
maps will be necessary and effective in order to preserve residents' cultural identity.  
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Arab of South Khorasan woven. Revolving motifs of region although run to the method of mapping but have 
differences with designs of urban woven and have woven rural stylistic. Currently, most local weavers in these 
regions were unaware the name and the themes of geometric motifs and often designs are used on the basis of 
imitation and without the burden of identity and meaning. According to the symbolism of ancient motifs, 
Notifications of the weavers of the name and identity of these designs, it will be effective in the preservation of 
indigenous culture. 
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